California State University, Long Beach
Student Assistant/Work Study Salary Schedule

• **Classification Level I:** Entry Level and Basic Skill Level  
  **Salary Range:** $6.75 to $8.70  
  **Job Classification:** No specific skills or very basic skills required; limited responsibility; minimum or no previous experience required; assumes on-the-job training; direct supervision.  

  **Jobs in this category:**  
  - General office work  
  - Filing  
  - Answering telephone calls  
  - Information Aide  
  - Library Trainee  
  - Receptionist  
  - Bookstore Clerk  
  - Laboratory Trainee

• **Classification Level II:** Skilled and/or Experienced Assistant Level  
  **Salary Range:** $8.70 to $10.65  
  **Job Classification:** Works on routine work referring anything questionable to a supervisor; limited judgment involved; some job related experience required.  

  **Jobs in this category:**  
  - Typist  
  - Stock Clerk  
  - Keypunch Operator  
  - Accounting Assist.  
  - Laboratory Assist.  
  - Research Assist.  
  - Technical Assist.  
  - Cashier  
  - Reader  
  - Tutor

• **Classification Level III:** Student Specialist  
  **Salary Range:** $10.65 to $12.60  
  **Job Classification:** High skill level and/or job experience required; substantial technical competence; is able to perform complex tasks without detailed supervision; sometimes involves supervision of other student workers; requires individual initiative and limited problem-solving decisions.  

  **Jobs in this category:**  
  - Student Technician  
  - Laboratory Res. Assist.  
  - Computer Operator Trainee  
  - Language Specialist  
  - Editorial Assist.  
  - Tutor – Couns. Assist.  
  - Graduate Reader  
  - Lifeguard

• **Classification Level IV:** Experienced Specialist  
  **Salary Range:** $12.60 to $14.52  
  **Job Classification:** Works under minimum supervision on tasks requiring unique, unusual, or particularly demanding skills; requires independent personal judgment and high level of responsibility; specific experience and/or education will be required.  

  **Jobs in this category:**  
  - Program Coordinator Assist.  
  - Student Technician  
  - Accounting Specialist  
  - Student Supervisor